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Conflict and Sign Systems 

I m convinced that f xtraterrestrials landed n Sao Paulo tomor

row, there would be expens, journalists, and ll sons of specialists 

to explain to people that, reall, it is not such n aordinary 

thing, that the possibiliy had already been considered, that a 

special committee on the issue has long been n place, and, most 

important, that there s no rason o panic, beause the authoriis 

are here to take care of things. 

-Felx Guattari, Moecuar Rvoluion in Brzil 

What semiotics re brought into play in political conlict? What 

meanings, stories, nd signs do journaliss, expens, nd scholars 

produce? Is it n ideological battle? We ll attempt to problematie 

these questions starting rom a speciic case: the 2003 labor dispute 

among precariously-employed French cultural workers-the "inter

mittents du spectacle."1 

The motto of the Coorination des Intermittents et Precaires, 2 

"We are the expens!" raises two dfferent ns of question. The first 

concerns the nature and unctions of the xpert or specilist: "Who 

is an expert?" and "What do specialists know and what n thy do?" 

Faced ith the increase in xpertise, studies, data, and statistics, 
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whose rise is directly proportional to the intensiy of the colict, 

intermittent workers have asked themselves, on the one hand, what 

special experience and what legitimacy the experts have that allow 

them to develop and build knowledge with regard to their practices. 

On the other hand, they have questioned what the experts "cn do," 

in other words, the ways in which the expers participate in decision

making and in the socioeconomic choices that bear on labor, 

employment, and unemployment conditions. 

The second set of questions the motto raises reflect on the Coor

dination's own practices: ''What do we know?" and "What n we 

do?" In oher words: What is the value and import of our experiences 

and our words in the production and distribution of knowledge 

about s? Why are our words and knowledge limited and nive and 

thus disqualiied while "specialist" knowledge represents "objectiviy" 

and "universality"? What power do we have as a roup, a colective, 

an association, to play a part in the decisions that concen us? Why 

is our speech institutionally termed "non-political"? 

In short, the motto "We are the experts!" puts into question the 

composition and legitimay of the assemblage that "knows" and the 

composition and legiimay of the assemblage that "decides." The 

issue can be put like this: "Why don't we have the right to partici

pate in the collective arrangement that problematizes and xplores 

the possibilities our work, employment, and unemployment repre

sent? nd who has the right and the legitimacy to make decisions 

about our lives?" 

The mobilization of intermittent workers seems to ollow the 

two paths tpical of "minorit" struggles which question both the 

procedures of the production of democracy and the procedures of 

the production of knowledge. The ight against cultural-labor 

market reorms constitutes a critique of the knowledge produced by 
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institutions (the State, trade unions, business organizations, the 

media, the social sciences, etc.) which assert what must be tken or 

"true" and "false" with regard to economics, social rights, and 

culture. It also constitutes a critique of the procedures through 

which the institutions govening unemployment insurance deine 

problems, come up with solutions, and mke decisions. 

The Coordination's struggle oregrounds and contests the exis

tence of the three transversal practices crisscrossing appratuses of 

knowledge production, those of the production of democray and of 

the production of communication: division, delegation, monopoly. 

The divsion of the population into experts and laymen, into repre

sentatives and represented, into communications proessionals and 

the public, implies, on the one hand, the delegaion of knowledge, 

power, and speech to the eperts, representatives, and communiation 

professionals; on the other hand, it ensures the centrlization of and 

monopoly over the production of knowledge in laboratories and 

think tanks, the centration of politicl decision-making in 

institutions, and the centralization of the producion of public 

speech in meia newsrooms. The production of knowledge is 

legied through agreements among specialists made behind 

closed doors. Political representaion entails the centralization of and 

monopoly over decision-making such that political arrangements are 

made and unmade among he fe. n he same wa, a small number 

of journalists ensure a monopoly or themselves over what is said in 

the media and what information goes out. By way of these three 

main practices, which constitute techniques or controling behavior 

and technologies of subjection, the roles and unctions, the righs and 

duties, the reedoms and constrains of our societies are ivvied up. 

The battle waged by intermittens over speech, categories, and 

discourses ran up aainst a new stratey and new semiotic techniques: 
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silence the non-expert, the "citizen," and the public by making them 

speak; arrange or their exclusion by mking them participate; keep 

them at a distance by consulting them, by listening to their gievances 

through an army of journlists, xperts, and researchers. We live in a 

"common world" designed by the semiotics of marketing, advertising, 

consumption, teleision, and the Intenet. Access to these shred 

semiotics is not only not denied, it is imperative: one must join in, 

one must take an active part. The exclusion of the govened nd the 

neutralization of their singular speech result rom the inclusion of 

their orm of expression within a given common semiotic space. In 

surveillance societies, a shortage of speech is not the problem but 

rather its overabundance, the consensus and conormism that its 

circulation presupposes and produces. 

Public space is saturated with a circulation of signs, images, and 

words and with a prolieration of mechanisms of subjection which, 

while encouraging and soliciting speech and expression, prevent 

singular expression and neutralize heterogeneous processes of 

subjectivation. For singular speech o be possible, shared commu

nication must irst be interrupted, one must leave he ininite 

chatter of the media consensus, orce ruptures in public space, just 

s, in order to "see," one must remove oneself rom the incessant 

bombardment of visul cliches. In other words, or one to exist 

politically and to exist at all, rather than enter the common world, 

the latter must be singularized, that is, one must impose existential 

and political fferentiation by creating new cleavages, new divi

sions. The specificity of a common world, its singulrity, nd its 

diference, must he asserted "at a time when the leveling efects of 

inormation and social participation are every day reinforced."3 

Singularity, division, and diference are not given in advance: they 

have to he invented and constructed. 
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Semiotic regimes play a strategic role in the building of this 

common world that they did not have, or that they had n a fferent 

way, �n disciplinary societies. ter Archeoloy of Knowledge, Fou

cault returned to the production of utterances only in his last 

lectures. In his lectures at the College de France,4 he briefly 

examines the relationship between economic control and the con

trol of public opinion. Liberal govenment of society is a 

government of the population whose dual aspect must be taken into 

account. First, it is a government of the "biological" reproductive 

conditions of the human species (relation of births and deaths, 

demographic management, regulation of production, risks, etc.) ;  

second, it is a government of the public, over public opinion. s 

Foucault points out, economists and publicists emerged at the same 

time. Since the eighteenth century, the governing of society bears 

on both the economy and public opinion. In this wa, governmental 

action has extended rom its biological roots in the species to the 

surace created by "the public." From the species to he public: 

therein lies an entire field of new realities and, consequentl, new 

ways of acting on behavior and opinions in order to modiy he ways 

of doing and saying of the govened. 

Today's semiotic governmentality relies on the diferential 

management of the public (subsequently ansomed into audienes), 

which replaces the hegemonic management of opinion in discipli

nary societies. The optimization of "semiotic" fferences aims at 

the homogenization of subjectivity (a leveling of heterogeneity 

which has no precedent in human history)5 and takes the orm of a 

new conformism of diference, a new consensus of plurality. 

It is in this new context that intermittent workers began a 

struggle ocused on the statements and meanings of categories of 

unemployment, employment, and work in a shared public space 
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occupied by the semiotic regime of journalists, experts, and 

researchers. The categories of unemployment, employment, and 

work serve as so many catchphrases, so many cliches, which regulate 

and limit our ways of acting and thining. The awesome assemblage 

of university laboratories, consulting irms, democratic institutions, 

and media chiefs stands as a veritable semiotic wall against which 

the intermittents collided. 

n the conlict, sing semiotics which mobilize consciousness 

and representation come into play at diferent levels. They put into 

discourse the problems important to a society and time period by 

consituing them as catchphrases nd deploying them n worlds and 

universes of meaning. They hen ensure he nterpretation and trans

mission of these catchphrases and universes of meanng or more and 

more fferentiated publics by at once iing speech o and stripping 

it rom the govened. Finall, thy make these catchphrases and 

worlds and universes of meanings the conditions or individuls' 

subjection, the conditions or heir producion as subjects. 

Problema.zaion 

Given hat we arrive at the solutions the questions we ask "deserve," 

Foucault and Deleze make determining problems one of the major 

stakes of politics. Dominant utterances, representations, and 

meanings unction as a "grid" that afects our way of perceiving, 

eeling, nd understanding. Everhing that happens, everything 

one does and s, eveng that one could think and do in 

the social and economic ield, is passed through this grid of state

ments and meanings that mkes up the horizon of interpretaion 

and expression of the world. To call employment and unemploy

ment "the" problem of an age means defining a ramework that sets 
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the limits of the possible, stating what is important and perceivable, 

defining what is legitimate and what is not, and circumscribing 

orms of political action and speech. It is in this way that, or Fou

cault,
· 
the power to formulate questions is a power of politicization, 

that is, a power to introduce new objects and new subjects within 

the space of politics and to make them the stakes of a polemic nd 

a struggle. 6 Problematization introduces into public space not only 

new objects nd subjects, but also "rules of action, modes of relation 

to the sel,"7 in other words, modes of possible subjectivation. The 

intermittent movement, by breaking the conceptual ramework of 

the institutional consensus between the unions, bosses, and the 

State, by emphasizing "new social rights" rather than "the right to 

work," directly attacked the "monopol'' on problematization, 

introducing new problems and new questions and thus completely 

new stakes or thought and action. 

The right to problematize employment and unemployment is 

reserved or "social partners" lone (he "co-determination'' between 

employers and workers). Here, as in other domains, decisions are 

made ithin institutions that have long abandoned the public 

sphere of political division and conrontation. he ways of evluaing 

and measuring deicits, costs, and investmens as well as the ques

tions relative to their import and purpose have been removed rom 

ll public problematization, rom ll controversy, and entrusted to 

specialists {economic interest groups, expers, researchers, State 

administrators, etc.). The institutions or mutual aid and solidariy 

bon rom workers' struggles, managed and co-managed by mem

bers' representatives (employers' and workers' unions), have long 

stopped promoting the "democray of labor" or the "democracy of 

production." The democray of labor and production has been 

transormed into the "oligarchical" power of certain union and 
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management players. The co-determination of French universal 

health care based on he Fordist model of industrial relations fails to 

tke into account the "interests" of all these new subjects (the unem

ployed, precarious workers, women, the sick, handicapped, 

students, etc.) and neglects the new social and politicl divisions 

which neoliberal diferentiation has produced since the late 1970s. 

The power struggle provoked by the intermittent workers' 

movement created a brief opening in and disruption of this monopoly 

on problematization. 

Moreover, the worse the "jobs" and "unemployment" "crisis" has 

become, the more these words have paradoxically ceased to denote 

realities worthy of examination and instead have changed little by 

little into stock phrases or thought and action, helping produce the 

cliches of consensus. The latter now pass for the "truths" (those of 

liberalism) that one is supposed to believe: If employment is uni

laterally considered the right question, then it is the riht solution. 

Thus, to raise employment, taxes on business must be reduced, to 

increase labor-market lxibility, the level of social protections must 

fall, and so forh. None of these "us" has ver been demonstrated 

or the simple reason that hey re indemonstrable. 

The watchwords on employment and unemployment consti

tute the unnamable and unspeakable ocal poins rom which the 

narraives and discourses of power issue, rom which the possibiliy 

of speech and knowledge of hose governing is bon. They represent 

the unarticulated and inarticulatable presuppositions of discursive 

practices (the non-discursive ocal points of enunciation). Like 

discourses pertaining o the "reorm" of unemployment insurance, 

economic discourse is irst of ll structured by a non-discursive 

rlity that relects power relaions, the desire or walth, inequaliy, 

xploitation, and so on. 
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The institutionzation and selection of problems and solutions 
operated by sing semiotics establish an initial split between 
govenment and he govened. Those who goven have he power to 
dei�e problems and ormulate questions (which they term "the 
possibilities") and establish in this way what is noteworhy, impor
tant, relevant, feasible, worth acting on and speaking about, whereas 
the reedom of expression of the govened is xercised in the 
limits of already coied "doing" and "saing," both already settled 
by the problems and solutions of those who goven. 

s Deleze and Guattari remind us, problems and significations 
are always the problems and significations of the dominant reality; 
the communications machine of sing semiotics xists only to 
produce and repat this self-evidence. The problems nd rame
works of statements and dominant sigications represent real 
semiotic barriers to he intermittent workers' movement. ll that 
fails to fit within the consensual deinition of employment and 
unemployment is literally inaudible, incommunicable, and untrans
mittable to journalists, experts, and researchers. s one could 
easily see throughout the conlict, beyond most journalists' bad 
faith or intellectual poverty, the issue was not cognitive but ethico
political. Even the most open and well-inormed people literally 
did not understand what was going on because the Coordination's 
words, in order to be understood, presupposed a modiication, a 
displacement, of the problem. 

The Interpretaion nd Transmission of Catchphrases 

With the catchphrases "employment" and "unemployment" and the 
consensus that results, the semiotics of journalists, experts, and 
researchers set in motion n enormous interpretative and narrative 
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machine as well as a powerul machine or subjection rom which 

the universe of significations and sense of liberalism emerge. n the 

past, the exclusive privilege of the politician-namely, speech

which determines nd states problems, which establishes limits on 

saying and doing, is today constituted at the intersection of the non

discursive practices of the market and an assemblage of statements 

reducible-without great exaggeration-to an assemblage of 

experts, scholars, and journalists. Everything that has happened, is 

happening, and will happen is interpreted by these three according 

to the "grid" of problems and statements of moden-day capitalism 

(jobs, growth, the market, competition, etc.) . 

But why in our security states does the assemblage of the jour

nalist, the expert, and he scholar replace the politician? Why does 

their expertise tend to replace the space in which the political 

conrontation of difering perspectives once occurred? Because the 

contemporary democratic system nctions according to the belief 

that there is no dispute, no dissent, possible concerning the implicit 

presuppositions of the social consensus. If there is agreement that 

the ndamenal social issue is employmet, the dfference in opinions 

between the labor union (to guarantee the rights of non-executives) 

and business management (to guarantee the prerogatives of "human 

capital") can easily be reconciled by the expert. His mediation/ 

interpretation is largely suicient in itsel£ 

The pacific machinery assigning roles and unctions among 

politician, expert, scholar, and journalist only breaks down when, 

as happened during the intermittents' struggle, the consensus (on 

employment) is repudiated, when a political orce (the associa

tions) retracts its assent to the implicit presuppositions conveyed 

by the dominant catchphrases-statements and produces "another 

collective assemblage of enunciation" rom which singular speech 
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can be deployed. To do so, it is not enough to "liberate" speech 

rom the apparatuses of power; it must be constructed. That is 

when the networks of power are conronted with a completely 

new situation. 

Freely draing our nspiration rom the work of Michel de 

Certeau, we n describe the constitution, interpretaion, and trans

mission of catchphrases produced by the assemblage of experts, 

researchers, and journalists in the ollowing way. The researcher has 

the task of interpreing the statements that deine what s important, 

what is noteworh, or sociey and, f needs be, to xplain them 

using his specialized knowledge. The expert acts as a mediator and 

translator of this specialized knowledge in the language of political, 

economic, and state-administrative decision-makers. In turn, the 

media selects, interprets, and transmits the researcher's and expert's 

satemens by reormulating them in he language of public opinion, 

by circulating them within the shared semioic space among diferent 

audiences. The discourse on emploment, unemployment, and 

work thus has its speakers, interpreters, and translators as well as its 

"shiters," which ensure the coherence between diferent ypes of 

statements (the concepts of scholars, the judgments of experts, and 

the opinions of journalists) and between the appaatuses hat pro

duced them (the universi, the media, the k tank, etc.). 

We can slightly adjust de Certea's theory in asserting that the 

blance of power between the journalist, scholar, and expert weihs 

largely in avor of the irst, since the media calls less and less on 

outside analysis {of he intellectual or expert). Indeed, scholars and 

experts "are thus orced to become journalists if they want to 

conorm to the norm" of moden-day communications. 8 With the 

assemblage of scholar, xpert, and journalist we have a first "regime 

of signs" of interpretation and communication. The regime entails 
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certain conditions: First, that signs refer to. signs indefinitely, since 
the discourse produced is absolutely tautological and arbitrary; 
second, that there are categories of specialiss (researcher, expert, 
journalist) whose "job it is to circulate these signs, to say what they 
mean, to interpret them, to thereby reeze the signifier"; and third, 
"there must still be subjects [diferent audiences] who receive the 
message, who listen to the interpretation and obey."9 It should not 
be hard to see that by way of is assemblage we are describing a 
metamorphosis of "pastoral power," a new "priest" and a new 
"flock." The assemblage tkes the public in hand employing the 
semiotic technologies of a "government of souls." 

The Scholar of Coict 

The work of Pierre Michel Menger, head of research at the Centre 
national de la recherche scientiique, research director at the Ecole 
des hautes etudes en sciences sociales, director of the Centre de 
sociologie des arts, and "specialist" in the socioloy oflabor nd the 
arts, perfectly matches the description of how these assemblages 
unction, since his work provides the media with statements ready
made to be passed along, "sound bites" perfectly adapted or 
governing public opinion so as to ensure the success of "reorm." On 
the one hand, they make ntermittent employment an "exception of 
the job mrket," and, on the other hand, permanent employment 
the instrument and measure of the need to regulate the "r too 
man'' intermittent workers overwhelming cultural production. By 
making the category of permanent employment the goal and 
essence of social and economic aciity, Menger sets the limits on 
possible and reasonable activities on the cultural job market (every
thing outside his ramework is disqualiied as nive, irrational, 
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utopian, etc.). The employment policy or the cultural sector this 

scholar proposes poignantly shows how disciplinary apparatuses are 

supposed to work in a surveillance society. His most recent book is 

based entirely on the disciplinary distinction beween normal (stan

dard employment and unemployment) and abnormal (occasional 

employment and unemployment), as its title clearly indicates: Inter
mitent orkers: Socioloy of an Excpion.10 

For Menger, "just as these jobs are not ordinary, we are not 

dealing with ordinary joblessness [ . . . ] .  The rules governing inter

mittent workers' unemployment cover atpically atypical risk. But 

exceptional lexibility has considerable consequences."1 1  Extraordi

nary unemployment and employment, atypical risks and coverage 

of atypical riss, exceptional flexibility-this is the lnguage of the 

disciplinry "exception." Menger wraps his arguments about the 

cultural sector and intermittent status in a scholar's ormalism that 

aims to reduce and confine the issues raised by the intermittents' 

movement to the reassuring ramework of the abnorml, the xcep

tional, and the atypical. The job policies to implement must 

eradicate the exceptional and reestablish the normal unctioning 

of the job market, which provides or both the return of the entre

preneur's function (his autonomy) and the reimposition of the 

employee's (his subordination) in order to assign each their place 

("their rights and duties," in the politician's and scholar's jargon) 

within the division of labor. To put it in Durkheimian terms, a 

"direct and organized hierarch'' must be reestablished in a job 

market made unruly by behavior out of line with the norm of 

capital-labor relations. We know that the normal unctioning of 

the job market is not "natural" but rather must be produced and 

reproduced via the continuous intervention of job policies. This is 

what "reorm" is meant to do. 
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Undaunted by paradox, Menger even manages to blame inter
mittent employment or neoliberal policies: "There is no use 
condemning widespread job insecurity if we il to realize hat it is 
the system of intermittent emploment itself that creates insecuriy 
[ . . . ] . The ilure of the job market is part of the very principle of 
intermittent work."12 The assertion neglects the act that over the 
last y yars insecuiy hs also sprad to ll sectors of the econom. 
n any case, s remarks are disproven by the raliy of those working 
in the job market's cultural sector who are not covered by intemittent 
workers' unemployment insurnce. I3  

In professions whose .ctivities do not provide the rights of 
intermittent employment the same (but worse) phenomena of 
underemployment and insecuriy have also emerged. Without a 
compensation regime like that of intermittent workers', individuals 
either have recourse to basic welfare benefits or must ake on several 
jobs n order to suvive. To turn Menger's viewpoint on its head, we 
might say that if inequlity is more acute in these sectors of the 
cultural job market (and in every sector where discontinuous 
employment exiss), it is precisly because of the absence of a com
pensation regime that accounts or the discontinuity of emploment 
and the forms of work and training in a lexible economy. Pover, 
underemploment, nd enormous disprities in income are not a 
nction of the intermittent regime but of the lexible organization 
of the culture indusy and the way is job market unctions. 

What is happening here is what has lready happe:ed in other 
ps of the economy over the last thiry yers: a poliy of ll 
employment (creating "real," stable, ll-time jobs) that neglects the 
actual conitions of production and divides and ragments the job 
market by creating a gowing dispariy among incomes. It serves 
only to her diereniate, to ther mulipl, inequliis and thus 
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to crate the idal terrain or neoiberal control of the job market so 
that it n urther install itself and extend its reach. Employment 

policies are subordinated to the logic of liberalism because they do 
no more than segment and subsequently diferentiate and increase 

the competition between "guaranteed" and "non-guaranteed" work, 
between secure and insecure employment, and in this way enable 

the poliy of "optimizing diferences," of dfferential management 
of inequalities, of control of behavior on the job market. 

Unemployment nd Invisible Work 

"Unemployment" plays a strategic role in neoliberal signiications 
and narratives. Neoliberal analysis ends up at the same disciplinary 
distinction between normal (unemployment benefits as insituted 
ater the war) and abnormal (unemployment beneits as used, 
abused, and appropriated by intermittent workers). B with ll the 

experts of cultural-sector employment policies, Menger would like 

to bring the unemployment benefits whose use has been perverted 
by intermittent work (because the benefits inance cultural and 
artistic activity as well as intermittent workers' lives) back to their 
so-called natural unction of simple coverage against the risk of job 
loss. But Menger, like most experts, seems to ignore that within a 
system of "lexible accumulation," unemployment changes meaning 

and unction. The clar nd distinct separation between employment 

and unemployment (unemployment as the wrong side of employ
ment) established within a very fferent system of accumulaion 

(the standardization and continuity of production and, thus, sta
bility and continuity of employment) has transormed into an 
ever-narrower imbrication of periods of work, peiods of unem

ployment, and periods of training. 
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When we look at the cultural sector, the first thing that jumps 

out is the discrepancy between labor and employment. The dura

tion of the latter covers the duration of real work only in part. 

lntermittents' labor (education, apprenticeship, the circulation of 

knowledge and know-how, the orms of cooperation, etc.) includes 

periods of emploment and unemployment without it being 

reducible to either. 14 The time of employment only partially 

corresponds to the labor, education, and cooperative practices 

intermittents undertake. The developments are not recent but date 

back to the 1 980s. Hence, unemployment cannot be reduced to a 

period without labor activity. Unemployment benefits not only 

cover the risk of job loss but also guarantee income continuity, 

serving to produce and reproduce the overlapping of all these prac

tices and temporalities or which the worker is in this case not 

totally responsible as he would be in other sectors. 

Menger's ocus on ("cultural") employment and the tpe of 

solutions he advocates prevent him rom grasping the economic 

changes we are now living through. Given the situation of intermit

tent workers, the CERC (Council or emploment, incomes, and 

social cohesion) report on job security15 is completely right. For it 

considers the phenomena we observe among intermittent work the 

rule rather than the xception or an abnormali: "The straihfor

ward split between employment and unemployment, between 

salaried work and ree-lance work, has been replaced by a kind of 

'hlo' of employment, a luid status, at once unemployed and 

salaried, or xample, or ree-lance and salaried, while the ypes of 

labor contract have multiplied (regular short-term, intermittent, or 

interim work conracs)."16 The supposed "xceptio'' of intermittent 

work is becoming the rule of the salary-based system, just as the 

intermittent associations have been arguing since 1 992. The 
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"ordinary" or "traditional" categoris Menger would like to reestablish 

or the system of intermittent work hardly unction even wihin 

"normal". sectors of the economy. Contrary to his assertions, the 

dfference between intermittent unemployment and unemployment 

n other sectors represents a diference in degree and not n kind. 

The "grand narrative" of employment (or ll employment) is thus 

interpreted, spoken o, and staged according to two non-contradic

tory discursive logics: the protection of long-term salaried workers 

and the protection of the entrepreneur and business. The reason 

these discourses are not contradictory is that they condemn the 

system of intermittent employment but for diferent reasons. On 

the one hand, neoliberals do so because, although they exploit the 

syste's mobility and lexibility, they do not want to pay the price 

or it in terms of unemployment insurance ("It kills competition," "It 

makes people lazy") . On the other hand, with increasing precarity, 

there is the risk that the continuity of income and rights that 

intermittent work guarantees (even partially) despite discontinuous 

employment could be imitated in other sectors of precarious work. 

Unions and the let, or their part, want nothing to do with the 

interittens either, since their objective is ll employment, n 

other words, "real jobs" or "real artists" and "real professionals" 

(hough thy leave this last part out) . Intermittent work is only a last 

resort that must be eliminated on he way to the "stable employ

ment" with which the unions are more comfortable. 

It is not hard to understand the role the "scholar" Menger has 

played in the battle over discourses and signs. The theoreticl con

cepts and interpretations of the conlict he has advanced have been 

picked up by the media because his discourse on employment in 

the cultural sector, the deicit, the necessary regulation and stan

dardization of the "far too much," and so on, has synchronized 
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perfectly with the crucial moments of the intermittents' struggle 

and with the interpretive &amework of journaliss, experts, politi

cians, and union bosses. His concepts have provided the 

watchwords that circulate in the media, reinforcing and vlidating 

by way of this circulation their accuray and staing power. 

The press and, above ll, radio and teleision feed these inter

pretations into the discourses and speech circulating within 

institutional and social networks. Thy select xperts' statements 

and their content, translate them into a language or everyone, 

making the information both attractive and easily igestible. They 

re in this way active agents !n its appropriation and transormation. 

The statements the media chose throughout the intermittents' 

struggle in order to channel, transmit, and anchor them in social 

networks, public opinion, and ordinary lnguage are (no surprise 

here) those which translate those statements on employment, the 

law of supply and demand, and business in terms relecting the 

"necess'' and "inevitable" regulation of the "too much." 

The media also chooses among statements &om he intemittent 

workers' movement, erecting what we have called veritable "semiotic 

barriers" on the Coordination's demands, limiting them to claims 

or the protection of unemployment insurance specific o "artists." 

The media barely picked up on the "spectacular" week-long occu

pation of the roof of the French national employers' unio's 

headquarters. This was because the Coordination had climbed up 

there demanng an overhal of the State ageny on emploment17 

and, speciclly, a thorough review of the unemployment system 

and not only that part of it relating to intermittent work, a demnd 

far exceeding the context of a cultural and artistic exception in 

which journalists were happy to confine the intermittents' struggle. 

Although one could ind in the media some sympathy or and interest 
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in those "artists" who ought with the determination of a bygone 

age, there was nonetheless a complete black-out on everyhing that 

went beyond the idea that the same media had of he unctions nd 

roles of art and artists in society. The multitude of "la'' voices 

expressing themselves throughout the coict held almost no . 

weight among the media chiefs who used them at best for man-in

he-street public opinion. For the media, a legitimate, expert voice 

was enough to silence the jabberers who ailed to understand that if 

the job market is regulated, it is only or its own good. 

The Nrraive-Funcion of Sing Semioics 

The media does more than communicate catchphrases. It azes 

them, deploys them, in worlds and universes of images, words, and 

signs through stories and narratives that constitute the real rather 

than describe it. De Certeau efectively synthesizes this new narra

tive-unction of signg semiotics: "The media transorm the 

great silence of things into its opposite. Formely constituing a 

secret, the real now talks constantly. News reports, information, 

statistics, and surveys are everywhere. No story has ever spoken so 

much or shown so much. [ . . .  ] Narrations of what's-going-on 

constitute our orthodo. Debates about igures are our theological 

wars. The combatants move orward camolaged s acts, data, and 

events. Thy present themselves as messengers of a 'reali.' [ . . .  ] But 

in act thy abricate [it] , simulate it, use it as a mask, accredit them

selves by it, nd thus create the scene of their la."18 The injunction 

conveyed by the asigniying semiotics of igures, statistics, and 

deicits is translated into a discourse that issues the command to "Be 

quiet!" This is what, between the lines, journalists n the press, the 

television host, and political representatives express with the help of 
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statistics and surveys: "'These are the acts. Here are the data, the cir
cumstances, etc. Therefore you must . . .  ' Narrated reality constantly 
tells us what must be believed and what must be done."19 

Stories and narratives actualize employment and unemploy
ment into worlds and universes of discourse and meaning. 
Unemployment is at once interpreted and narrated s an illness of 
the socil body that must be cured through employment and s the 
vnt of security socieies that·must be continually tked about and 
continually staged throuh the figures and statistics that ll on and 
appeal to the speech of experts, scholars, and the unemployed them
selves. And all this serves __ no other purpose than to intenalize 
through the public relations machine the inequalities the economy 
exacerbates. "Narratives" have a conjunctive unction �ince they 
compensate or the growing "disjunctures" created by he division of 
labor, the diferential tratment insituted by public employment 
policies, and srategies of segmentation of the job mar.et. hile 
communicating fear, discourses on unemployment also promote a 
project or m?bilizing the public or the uture. Signiying semiotics 
produce restorative meaning by providing through employment a 
common rame of reerence or the multiplication of "diferences" 
(inequaliy of status, income, access to insurance, etc.). The common 
reference is meant to bind the diferences together to establish a 
common goal. n the battle or employment, discourses, stories, and 
narratives produce the possibility or a reality reconciled with 
itself. They provide the image of the rediscovered unity of society 
(against social conlict) , the image of securiy (of employment) that 
erases ear. 

Unemployment thus allows or the unrelenting repetition of 
narratives that constitute individuals as victims of the market and 
globalization (the political and let-wing trade union version) or 
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as responsible or their situation because of their own behavior 
(the neoliberal right-wing version) . But the "grand narrative" of 

employment does not have the same power of subjection and inter
naliiation as the story of the "nation" or "progress." It is a little 

"dream" of security that requires the mobilization of the entire sociey 
or ininitesimal changes in unemployment whose calclation itself 

is subject to every kind of manipulation imaginable. 

The Subjecion Machine 

Do you know what you have to do to keep someone rom speaking 

in his or her own name? Have him say "I." 

-Gilles Deleuze, Two Re.mes of Mdness 

I know very well that people in avelas couln't care less about 

psychoanalysis, Freud, or Lacan. But the abstract machines of 

subjectivation produced by psychoanalysis hrouh the media, 

magazines, lms, and so on, are certainly also present in what 

takes place in the aves. 

-Fex Guattari, Moecuar voluion in Brzil 

A inal uncion xercised by sing semiotics hs to be ned. 
The latter are not limited to constructing, interpreting, and trans

mitting catchphrases. The unctioning of the semiotic machine 
or interpreting and transmitting them is indistinguishable rom 
the unctioning of a subjection machine. One might even say that 

the pupose of interpretation and transmission is the production of 

subjection. 

In security societies a plurality of sign regimes coexist . .  We 
have already analyzed one of them, the circulation/transmission of 
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"statements-watchwords." The process of subjection represents 

another. Here, signs no longer refer to signs within a circle closed 

upon itself but rather to the subject. Signs, signiications, and state

ments do not reer to their own reproduction but to the limits of 

their circulation constituted by the use the subject makes of them in 

order to act on and or himsel£ It is a major ng in ll of post

moden communications theory (Baudrillard, Virilio, etc.) that it 

restricts itself to only the first system of signs while neglecting the 

speciicity of the procss of "subjectivity production" and the 

relation to the self. If the latter is the source of new orms of 

domination, it n also be an opportunity or a radical break with 

the relations of power and knowledge of securiy societieS: In this 

second semiotic regime, sins nd their unctioning are one of the 

conditions of the procss of of subjectivity production. 

Deleuze and Guattari's analysis of psychoanalysis n also help 

us to understand how semiotic subjection machines unction. 

Psychoanalysis represens a process of disciplinary subjection; 

because of its incitement to speak, it nctions s an apparatus that 

is able, on the one hnd, to "pin" the subject-unction on the body 

of the individual and, on the other hand, to prevent singular state

ments rom being ormulated. Psychoanalysis emerged and 

developed at the moment when disciplinary societies began to turn 

into control societies. Thus, while the psychiatric hospital is a disci

plinary apparatus practicing its techniques on the bodies and mental 

realiy of the sick in a closed space, psychoanalysis is a security 

apparatus exercising power through speech on the bodies and 

mental reality of the "sick" within an open space. 

Such s it is analyzed in Ani-Oedps, psychonalysis invented 

strategies or the construction of the subject which were deployed 

in two principal ways: by "discrediting" the singular speech of 
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the individual through interpretation and, once discredited, by 

reconstructing it as a "civilized" subject's speech in accordance with 

the behavioral model of subjects within the "family." Eveng the 

"patient" says is interpreted through a particular ramework or a 

small number of utterances (papa, mama, phallus, castration, or 

signier, the symbolic, or lack in the more deterritorialized Lacnian 

version) meant to uncover the repressed meaning of singular speech. 

Starting rom the discrediting interpretation which relocates the 

origin and the sense of the utterance in the fmilial triangle or in 

the signiier, and by basing itself on the patient's enunciation, 

psychoanalysis resocializes the subject by constructing him as an 

individual who accepts, adapts to, and identiies ith the dominant 

model of individuation of capitalist society (the family) and its 

psychic apparatuses (id, ego, superego). 

hat interests us n Deleuze and Guattari's work is the act that 

the generalization of this apparatus of subject production is not 

guaranteed in completely developed securiy societies by psycho

analysis but rather by the "pastoral" communicaion and techniques of 

the welfare state. The unctions of control over and standardization 

of enunciation and the unctions of subjection assured by psycho

anlysis (s described in Anti-Oedips) are picked up, unied, and 

generalized by mass communications as a material apparatus and by 

linguistics and analytic philosophy as a theoretical apparatus (dealt 

with in part in A Thosand Pateas}. Psychonalysis put the inal 

touches on a series of "technologies or the construction of the 

subject" which in turn spread to the social sciences and today 

constitute in a simplified and impoverished orm the ways in which 

the media unctions.2° Focusing on television, we n sketch out a 

broad outline of how these security apparatuses of subjection work, 

apparatuses which act on and through speech by "shutting up" the 
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public and making it speak according to the rules of the common 

space of communication. 

Like psychoanalysis, television unctions based on a small num

ber of already codiied statements (its "grid") about the dominant 

reality (in our example, this means the economic statements of the 

market, competition, and employment/unemployment), which it 

seeks to make the statements of individual subjects. 

There is nothing natural about the subject-unction in commu

nications and language. On the contrary, it must be constructed and 

imposed. According to Deleuze and Guattari, the individuated sub

ject is neither a condition 9f language nor the cause of utterances. 

In reality, the latter are not produced by us, as subjects, but by 

something else entirely: "multiplicities, masses, and mobs, peoples 

and tribes, collective arrangements; they cross through us, they are 

within us, and they remain nown to us."21 This multipliciy that 

exceeds the individul mkes us spak; and it s rom s multipliciy 

that we produce utterances. There is no subject, there are only 

collective assemblages of enunciation that produce utterances. 

" [T]he utterance [is] always collective even when it seems to be 

emitted by a solitay singulariy like that of the artist."22 

The television machine xtracts rom these collective assem

blages, rom the multipliciy of verbl and nonverbal semiotics that 

traverse and constitute them, a subject of enunciation who must 

mold himself to a subject of utterance, in other words, a subject 

caught up in statements corresponing to television "reality," and 

who must adapt to a xed ramework of preabricated enunciations. 

Television pushes us to speak as subjects of enunciation as f we were 

the cause and the origin of our statements, wheres we are poken by 
the comunications machine of which, as subjects of utterances, we 

are no longer anhing more than one of the efects. 23 
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I, or example, you are interviewed on television (whether on a 
literary program, a talk show, or a reality show), you are instituted 
as a subject of enunciation and subject to a machine which takes 
over 'your speech and remotely guides your singular expression 
through a semiotics attaching you to the dominant utterances. B in 
psyhoanalysis, teleision is able to pass of utternces that conform to 
the dominant riy of capitlism as the utterances of individuals by 
int of intepretaion (and discrediting) and subjecion machines. 

Television uses all the linguistic and non-linguistic, verbl and 
nonverbal, constituents of the enunciation. First, you fall under the 
control of a non-discursive machine that interprets, selects, and 
standardizes your attitude, movements, and expressions beore you 
even start speaking. Television unctions based on a small number 
of ready-made utterances as well as on a selection and imposition of 
nonverbal semiotics (a certain intonation, a certain lengh and 
cadence of speech, certain behavior, a certain rhythm, certain 
gestures, certain clothes, a certain color patten in the design, "cos
tumes," a certin arrangement of the space in which you spk, a 
certain raming of the image, etc.). s a subject of enunciation, you 
are lt o a preabricated audiovisual semiotics. Your voice, your 
gestures, and your intonation conform more or less amenably to 
codiied apparatuses of xpression.24 B soon as you open your 
mouth, you pass through the intepretations of the discursive 
machine. The jounalist is but one terminal which, ith the hlp 
of other terminls of the interpreting machine (the expert, the 
specilist), determines the possible remaining gaps between your 
enunciation, your subjectivation, your signiicaion, and the 
utterances, the subjectivation, the signiications, expected of you. 
Nothing unexpected ever happens on television, and f it does, even 
something slightly out of place, it is immediately noticed-that is 
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how thoroughly eveng is codified. At the end of the interview, 

you are a subject of utterance, a subject cauht in utterances in con

ormity with televisual logic, an efect of the semiotics of the 

interpretation machine, whose xperience s tat of a subject of 

enunciation, the absolute cause and origin of what is said. 

With regard to psychoanalysis, Deleuze speaks of the "crushing 

of enunciaion" by a preising code. This is not sufered negatively 

as repression but rather positively as encouragement to spek up, as 

a prompt to xpress onesel, such that the subject "has the impres

sion of ting [ . . .  ] but he ll never be able to get to what he rlly 

has to a." Try as one might, he enire intepretive and subjecivaion 

machine "exists to suppress the conditions of rel expression."25 

The more you express yoursel; the more you speak, the more you 

become part of the interactivity of the communication machine, 

the more you give up what it s you have to say because the com

municational apparatuses cut you of rom your own collective 

assemblages of enunciation and connect you to other collective 

assemblages (television) which individualize you as a split subject, as 

a double subject-both the cause and efect of utterances. 

Psychoanalysis experiments with techniques or controlling and 

producing subjectivity. By concentrating on the enunciation rather 

than utterances, these techniques then migrate to other domains, 

especially the media, management, the individual monitoring of the 

unemployed and welfare recipients, and so on: "While, to achieve 

their ends, religions act by direct suggestion, by the imprint of 

standardized representations and statements, at least to begin with 

psychoanalysis gives ree reign to a certain individual expression 

[ . . .  ] .  While religion, dare I say it, straitjackets subjectivity in the 

open air, psychoanalysis gets rid of some of the ballast of statements 

in order to concentrate its eforts on remodeling enunciation. [ . . .  ] 
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[S]o-caled 'ree interpretation' is rapidly chnneled by a pitiless 
semiotic remote control."26 

De Certeau comes to the same conclusions: the proliferation 
of st�tements, messages, and signs prevents the conditions or a 
singular enunciation rom emerging. The continuous drone, the 
incessant circulation of words and sins rom the common semioti
lly standarized world, "crate an absence of speech." Public space, 
saturated with signs, communications and discourse apparatuses, 
makes it impossible or people o orm an enunciation that might 
be called heir own.27 n order to articulate a "rel" enunciation hat 
re-singularizes a "shared semioics" which has the capacity to create 
new ris, "polemical" points of iew ith which we might xpress 
ourselves, we must interrupt the circulation of the languages, signs, 
and media semiotics meant or "everyone, but true or no one." 

ll the apparatuses of enunciation in our securiy states (sur
veys, marketing, elections, union and political representation, etc.) 
are, on the one hand, more or less sophisticated vriations of he 
independent and responsible speech production of the "individuated 
subject" ("hman capital") and, on the other hand, refashionings of 
he creative/destructive process of its "ree speech." s a voter, you 
are called on to express your opinion nd to exercise your reedom 
of choice as a subject of enunciation; however, at the same time, you 
are spoken or as a subject of utterance, since your ree expression is 
limited to choosing between possibilities that have already been 
codiied by others, between ltenatives ("right" and "let") that pre
vent you rom exercising the power of problematization. m I being 
asked the right question? Does it concen me? Is it really important 
to me? For a long time now voters have answered "no"; they abstain 
or they vote o eliminate the least worst choice others have already 
made. If a small gap remins between your enunciation and that 
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which is expected of you, opinion polls are there to steer you in the 

right direction. 28 

With the proliferation of opinion polls, your voting decision 

ends up itting into preabricated molds, not ntaneously (during 

the election) but over time. In the same way, marketing nd adver

tising provide daily training in the choice to make between 

altenatives set and ofered by the market and business. Elections, 

marketing, and advertising mutully relect and reinforce each 

other.29 Like opinion polls, like marketing and union and political 

representation, elections presuppose prior consensus and agreement 

on problems and issues. Given this, it is understandable why the 

communications machine might unction as a huge collective psy

chonalysis. It translates what you say into another language, it 

shits the origin and the sense of your words and explains to you 

your true utterances and actual desires (by giving them voice), 

which businesses can then plug into. 

Television perfectly exempliies how security apparatuses of 

power unction in the way that Foucault describes, since it assures 

the governmentality of souls through the production of "ree

dom" (of speech and expression). Free speech is not a natural 

given one needs only to respect and protect. It is a correlate of the 

apparatus of power which must be produced and reproduced. 

The art of governing has "the unction of producing, breathing 

lie into, and increasing reedom" but through "additional control 

and intervention."30 It is necessary, Foucault says, to "produce 

reedom, but this very act entails the establishment of limitations, 

controls, orms of coercion, and obligations relying on threats."31 

Security apparatuses at once produce and destroy reedom. The 

reedom they produce is one of enunciations and expressions 

codiied and homogenized by the media. The reedom they 
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destroy is that of inventing, creating, experimenting with singular 
orms of xpression and speech. 

On the rare occasions when activist groups have been invited to 
televised debates, we see how the subjection machine works. The 
"reedom of speech'' and expression exercised ithin such strictly 
codified limits and conditions transorms into an injunction to 
conorm speech to the preabricated models of communicaion, to 
shape activists' statements to it the template of statements and 
orms of thought of the journalists and experts with whom thy are 
oten aced. 

For media to work, it needs indiiduals to accept, actively or 
passivel, their implicit presuppositions, their orms of enunciation, 
and codes of expression. f this does not happen, as with an inter
mittent association member during a live interview on French 
television, the interviewer immediately senses the threat of alteriy 
and, although usually clm and cied with guests who accept he 
implicit presuppositions of televisual enunciation, he goes sti, 
displaying a verbal aggressiveness and violence that betrays his fear 
of a non-preprogrammed broadcast. Because what righten the 
members of he media are events they do not create themselves. 
They must immediately translate everything that happens into their 
own vocabulary. That is wh, when coronted with a "real" event 
like the intermittent movement, the medi's irst objective is to 
isolate the person speaking rom the connections that make up his 
collective assemblage (assemblies, collective action, the Coordina
tion) and orce a spokesperson, a representative, a leader, out of 
him, someone who both speaks or the others and expresses himself 
according to the medi's codes, temporalities, nd syntactical and 
lexical constraints (he will then, according to jounalists, be "under
stood" to the public) . The media is composed of apparatuses 
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conceived and constructed to be always "at home" in the "common 

world" of democratic speech and xpression, whatever happens nd 

wherever they appear. During one of the intermittent workers' 

collective actions, or example-the occupation of a television news 

program-intermittents demanded the "right to blunder" when 

communicating, in other words, they reused the media codes 

governing speech and expression and reused to be caught in the 

apparatuses of subjection, to allow themselves to be cut of rom 

their own assemblage. In this way, they revealed the conditions in 

which singular speech can be spoken. 

The communications machine is thus a selection machine, 

implicitly ollowing the same rules as those of co-determination, 

which sets limits on political and union representation and thereore 

on legitimate speech. If one wnts to have a spot between "legiti

mate" representatives nd the mere man-on-the-street the media 

normlly welcomes in order to mask its flagrant lack of"reality," one 

has to make a lot of noise or make oneself known through "unrul'' 

activity to be on the news. In any cse, inevitably this ll still not 

be enough since the media can only communicate in the limits 

of the "issues" it has deined in advance. 

The political task beore us is to discover, deploy, and give 

consistency to collecive logics, to the people who are in us and who 

make us speak and thks to whom we produce utterances. 

This is what Deleze nd Guattari have in mind when they set 

"a whole ield of experimentation, of personal and group experi

mentation" against both psychoanalysis nd traditional political 

orgzations. 32 
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